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fl VALMETM 76
SEMI-AUTOMATK
RIFLE MANUAL,
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Fig. 1. 7.62 RifieM 76

I Construction and operation

1, valmet M 76 operatesautomatically utilizing gas pres-

sure by means of a gas piston for loading, firing and extracting

the cartridge case. The rate o* single shot fire is about 20—30
aimed rounds per minute. Weight to the rifle is approx. 3.7 kgs
without bayonet or magazine. Weight of the loaded magaz ne is

0,9 kgs.

2. The main components of the rifle are; (Fig. 1)

1. Cover with rear sights

2. Return body with spring

3. Side with gas piston

4. Gas cylinder

5. Bolt assembly
6. Body assemhly wilh front sights

7. Bayonet
8. Sling

9. Magazine
10. Cleaning set

3, A prong-type flash-suppressor with bayonet socket is

altached to the muzzle.

4, The maga7ine housing and the magazine catch in the

bottom of the receiver.

The receiver cover is removable and on the right side of the

co^er a'e the ejecting port and a groove for the cocking handle.

The rear sight is attached to the receiver cover.

5. The loading and bfetch mechanism consists of the bolt.

slide, gas cylinder and return body with spring.

6. The trigger mechanism consssts of trie trigger, discon-

nector with spring, hammer, firing spring {which also acts as a

trigger spring), change lever and safety sear.



1. Ey moving selector lever the rifle can oe set for semi-
automatic fire, or on safer/. When using semi-automatic fife

the selector lever is set in trie lowest position and on satety in

the uppermost position.

6. When pulling the slide assembly backwards with the
cocking handle, the return spring is compressed, the hammer is

cocked, and in the magazine the cartridge rises ud into loading

9. When the cocking handle is released, the recoil spring

throws the slide and the bolt forwards, the bolt picks up the

cartridge and pushes it into the chamber and the extractor claw
seizes the base of cartridge. The groove in the slide forces the

bolt to turn and to engage in the locking recesses.

Fig, 2
a) The rifle *el on semi-^utomfitic tire, trigger r« leased

'- Trigger 3. Discann«c1or
2. Hamme' 4. Changs lever

b) The rifle sei on semi-eutemstic 'ire, trigger pulled
t) Tlia r ifle se; on safety
rt) Tha rifle =ief on automatic firfl
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10. Squeez no, the trigger frees the hammer to strike the

firing pin which is thrown forwards and ignites the primer.

When the bullet has passed the gas port in the barrel, some of

the powder gas escapes through the gas port into the gas

cylinder, and the gas pressure actuates tho bolt slide back-

wards by means of the gas piston. When the carrier has moved
backwards approx. 15 mm, the groove in the slide turns the

bolt. The carrier and the bolt continue to move together

backwards. The cartridge case is ejected. Impelled by the recoil

spring the slide and the bolt are thrown forward thus loading a

new cartridge from the magazine into the chamber.

11. When the rifle is set on semi-automaiic Tire (selector

lever in the lowest position) the hammer remains cocked after

every round. The trigger has to be freed forward before the next

round.

12. Selector lever in the middle position for semi-auto-

matic fire.
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Slide moving backwards Sfid* movmg forwards
y. Slide 2. Hammer 3. Safely sear

Operation of safety sear Fig. 3

13. Setting the rifle at safe (selector lever in the uppermost

position) blocks the trigcer movement, and thus the hammer
can not be released.

T
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14. Front sights
The rifle has a post front sight

with a tunnel-guard. The tunnel

helps to align sights and prevents
glare. The post-tunnel assembly
is laterally adJL stable with two
adjusting screws. The tunnel as-
sembly has a built-in night sight

post with a luminous spot which
gives a clear sight spot in total

darkless. The night sfght post is

folded down dur ng daytime.

Rear sights

The rear sight is basically a conventional leaf sight with ranee

adjustment from 100 to 600 m, with a special rearmost stop for

150-rn rarge. The leaf has a peep sight blade, adjustable in

height. When the leaf is turned forward through 180 degrees,

the rear sight with twG luminous spots becomes visible. The
night sight position is separately adjustable n height with an
adjusting screw.

lb. Bayonet
The rifie can be furnished with a

knife bayonet, fixec on ths flash

suppressor. The fixed bayonet
does not affect accuracy. The
bayonet can also be used as a
knife.

Attaching the bayonet
The riMe s taken to the loaoing

position, the bayonet is pulled out

from the scabbard with the right

hand, and pressing thft locking

knob with the fingcrc, the bayonet
is placed on the 'lash-suppressor.

16. Cleaning set

The cleaning set consist-

ing of a three-piece steel

cleaning rod. a cleaning

brusn, a plastic oil bottle

and a screw driver, Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

II Loading the magazine

17. For loading, the magazine is taken in the left hand with

the convert side against the palm. The rounds are inserted one
by one into the magazine by pressing the cartridge at the same
time straight downwards with the thumb of the left hand.

The base of ;he cartr dge must be pusned against the rear wall

of the magazine thus enabling it to go down when inserting the

next round. This is repeated until the magazine is full <the

magazine takes 15 rounds) or until the required number of car-

tridoes has been inserted.

To empty the magazine, take it in the left hand (concave
side against the palm). The cartridges are pushed out from the

magazine with :he thumb of the right hand. This is repeated

until the magazine is empty.

Loading and unloading the rifle

16, The rifle has to

be set at safe position at

all times, except when
firing, and if handling or

preparedness demand oth-

erwise. The rifle is taken to

the loading oositon by
holding the handguard in

the le^t hand. Then ihe ma-
gazine is taken in the nght

hand and is inserted n the
magazine housing, front

corner first, and pushed at

the bottom until the maga-
zine catch is locked. Fig, 7.

Hg.7



19. The magazine is

removed taking the rifle

to the loading position,

pressing the magazine
catch with the thumb of

the right hand, and pulling

the magazine out from the

housing. Fig. 8.

20. To unload the rifle

it is taken to the loading pos ition and the magazine is removed.

The safety is released and after that, resting the butt in the arm-

pit, the cocking handle is gently pulied backwards. The cartrid-

ge 1hat has been in the barrel drops through the magazine
housing into the left hand kept under the magazine housing.

The bolt carrier is allowed to qc forward. Holding the rifle in the

loading position it is fired, and set on safety.

IV Disassembling the rifle

21. The selector lever

is set on automatic fire.

The left hand grasps the

receiver cover near the

sight. The catch in the rear

end of The cover is pressed
(o'ward with the thumb of

Hie right hand, and the co-

ver is lifted off with the left

hand. Fig. 9.

The right hand grasps
the 'ecoil spring catch

pushing it first forward
where the end of the guide

is removed from its groo-

ves. The recoil spring as
sembly is pulled out from

the boring in the shde lift-

ing it slightly upwards.
Fig, 10, Fig. 10

The bolt carrier and
the bolt are moved to the

rear by pulling the cocking
handle with the right hand.
By lifting the cocking
handle, the bolt carrier

and the bolt can be re-

moved from the receiver.

Fig. 11.

Fig, 11

The bolt is separated from the carrier with the left hand so
that the bolt is first pushed to the reai and it is rotated one
quarter of a turn to the ight Thereafter the bolt is puiled out
from the earner.

The piston protection tube is removed by pulling It rearwards.

V Assembling the rifle

22. The piston protection tube s pushed home with the
right hand. The bolt carrier is taken in the righi hand and the
bolt in the left hand. The bolt is inseried in the carrier by pulling

i: first from tire from to the tear and, thereafter, rotating the bolt

to the left, it is pushed rr the front. Holding the bolt in its place
with the right hand fingers, the carrier is inserted in the receiver

by pusiing the gas piston end into the protection tube and
pressing the guide ribs of the carrier into the corresponding
crooves in the rear end of the receiver. The boft earner is push-
ed to the front.

Holding it with the right hand, the recoil spring assembly is

pushed into the boring in the bo 11 carrier. The rear end of the
guide is inserted in the groove in the rear end of the receiver by
pressing tne spring first forwards and downwards, and there-

after letting the guide move gently to the rear.

The receiver cover is placed with the right hand, f-rst in-

serting the front end of the cover In the groove in the rear end of

the piston protection tube, and then pressing the cover down
so that the catch in the end of the recoil spring guide fits into

the cutting m tne rear end of the cover.



VI Malfunctions and corrections

Round is not fired

23. If the round is not fired, the bolt

should not be opened immediately, but a

period of 5 seconds has to be allowed for

possible late-firing. Failure can be caused
by defective cartridge, broken firing pin,

damaged trigger spring or dirty boit mecha-
nism.
Failure is corrected by re-cocking the rifle. If

the rifle still does not function, the bolt has
to be cleaned or the defective part changed
for a new one.

Fired case is not ejected

24. If the expended case is no! ejected

,

the reason may be a broken extractor, a da-

maged ejector or a dirty chamber and/or

boiFend.
Unless the expended case can not be eject-

ed by moving the bolt, it has to be removed
with the cleaning rod. The chamber and the

bolt have to be cleaned. Broken parts are re-

paired or changed.

Bolt cannot be closed

25. If the bolt does not completely

close, the reason might be a broken recoil

spring or dirt in the loading and breech mec
nanism or gas cylinder.

Failure is remedied by pushing the cocking
handle so that the slide moves to the front.

If. however, operation is not perfect after

that, the loading and breech mechanism
has to be removed, cleaned and oiled. Da-
maged recoil sorings or bolt carriers have to

be replaced.

Bolt does not move completely
to the rear position

26, If the bolt coes not move comple-
tely to the rear position, the reason may be
that the loading and breech mechanism is

dirty or the gas port is choked.
Failure is remedied by re-cocking the rifle. If

operation is still not penect, the rifle has to

be cleaned and oiled.

Failure to feed into chamber

27. Jf a new round is not passed into

the chamber, the reason may be that the

magazine is battered or dirty, or the maga-
zine spring is damaged, or the expended
case has not been ejected.
Failure is remedied by re-cocking the rifle,

but before that the incorrectly fed cartridge

has to be removed If Ihe rifle still does not

function, the magazine has to be changed.
or the expended case has to be removed
from tic chamber
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